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INTRODUCTION
lthough Hume has had a much wider audience than Spinoza
'n Anglo--American circles, there are r e s o w to believe that
comparison Detw~~3z-1
these two great thinkers of the modem era
should be instructive. In the first place, we have it on the authorw-m
on thework begun
i t j of P,.!he!m Di!thsj; t h d
two generations earlier by Spinozal Furthermore, the value of a
comparison is suggested by Gilbert Boss's recent and massive two
volume study on the work of these two
In addition,
Spinoza may have had some impact on British thought, or a t least
more affinity to it than may have been initially supposed.3 These
reasons, coupled to the fact that a compasison between any two
important thinkers is always instructive, have led u s to the
conclusion that there is much still to do and gain from a comparison of Hume and Spinoza. For although Boss's work is massive,
it is not in English, leaving the English speaking reader with little
more than Dilthey9sinsight to go on. And that insight is suff~ieiently accurate to justify any further discussion here.
We have chosen to compare Hume and Spinoza on the topic of
"indidduds." Our main reason for doing so was that it allowed
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us to cover a r m @ oftopics .Nithoutstrekhing~urascount beyond
limits. Using this topic, we can d k u s Erame a n d
th respect to the problems of individuation, causality,
le exception of the second of
ethics, and politics. With the
i m p o r a t l y into the others.
these topics, the individual
Yet our discussion of causality flows out of our discussion of
f
individuation, so that some continuity is m a i n ~ n e c throughout
the entire discussion to follow. An a d d i t i o d feature sf our discussion is that we tend to look at Hume through spinozistic eyes.
It might be more prudent, and w u d , %s keep our bi
but it must be admitted up front that part of our p
claim that Spinoza iswsr%hyof the compmhn to Hu
that we believe that Anglo-Americafl audiences do not respect
Spinoza (they do); rather, the relative lack of attention by such
audiences puts the burden of proof on Spinsza. On the Continent
the matter might be entirely the reverse. m a t we offer, therefore,
is a treatment that gives a bit more emphasis to the Spinozistic
solutions to the issues both men had in common. And while such
an approach may de-emphasize the many similasitia to be found
in the thought of these two philosophers, there is the hope that
the reader will be iwclind ta pursue the question hrther because
tions made here.

Ever since Hume's discussion of individuation in the sixth
section of Park N of Boak I of the Deatise, the question of
of personal identity;
individuation is werally approached in te
but, as Hume and Spinoza both knew, it is both wider in scope and
less anthropological in origin than this. From a logical perspective
it intersects the general theory of predication, and from a scientific one it underlies the problems of substance and continuity.
From both of these perspectives, as well as that of personal
identity, the issues remain no less lively today than in Hume9sand
ime. Einstein and quantum theorists spoke of the
ce of sub~tance'~
earlier in our own century, and
man and an entire
s ably defended by
nomindism today i
school of 10gicist;s.
The question of nominalism can best be left in its contempsrary etting, for it is one of a gat mamy questions on whose

~

answer Mume and Spinoza seem to he in perfect weement.
exists are idividwtl objects; universal objects or common properties are no less idle fictions for Spinoza than for Hume. In
E2P40Schol1, Spinoza reminds us that notions called 'universal'
are no more than blurred images in the mind caused by the
inability of imagination to keep individual data distinct. The dual
division by Hume of perceptions into impressions and ideas, and
simple and complex, is equally an insistence that objects and
mental states are both indiuidds and of individds.The question of the nature of these individuds remains no less a problem
for the one than for the other.
Couching the problem of individuation in terms of personal
identity, as Hume does at one point in his own discussion in (T,
I,
IV,61, seems somewhat perverse, by suggesting that the problem
may lie in the nature of "personhood" (about which neither Hume
nor Spinoza have much at all to say) rather than in what
constitutes the identity of something which happens to be a
Kume himself has three andogies to offer us in his discussion
(see T, 1, PV, 6, 252-53, 257). The first is that of a "bundle of
perceptions'" a d , as l e b y notes,6 historians intent on emphasizing Humeysatamism h m assured a wide audience for it. The
second malogy, however, that of the mind as a theatre on whose
atxi@ the actors-perceptions play, suggests the scepticai turn
which Hume later makes in his Appendix(T, 633-36), since the
underlying nature of the theatre itself is totally unknown. The
third analogy is that of civil society, and in Hume's closing discussion of it, it takes on teleological tones:
Aship, of which a considerable part has been chang'd by frequent
reparations, is still consider'd as the same ... The common end,
in which the parts conspire, is the same under all their variations, and affords an easy transition of the imagination from one
VI, 257)
situation to another.(T, I, N,

ts that there are three distinct elements which
Hume wishes to incorporak into his account of individuation. The
first is that of non-substantidity (an individud is not a self-contained substance in the metaphysical sense), the second that of
unknowability (in one sense we cannot know what makes an
individual unique), and the third that of agency:
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Busne9asuggestions are, accor&ngly, quite precise. The mind is
an active s p o n a e i t y , but it eannot be considerd a single and
self-identical agent in the strict sense of these terms. At first
sight it may appear as an s r g h s m sf perceptions really distinct
from one another, but bound in an intimate reciprocity of action.
In being considered more closely, i t emerges as something still
7
more subtle, further yet from our reach.

As Hume himself micknowledges in the general appendix to the
Deatise (see T,633-369, however, he has no principles by which
to base a characterisation of self (or of indi~duation)
upon agency
in generd; since his concept of agency itself presupposes some
notion of individuation. As he puts it in (T, 635), '?f perceptions
are distinct existences, they form a whole only by being connected
together. But no connections among distinct existences are ever
discoverable by human understanding." The key word here is
clearly "disc~verable,'~
since connectiom can always be produced
or created by the understanding. To use an example of Goodmanian origin, the collection of objects consisting of the Eiffel Tower,
the present U. S. President, and the square root of two is connected insofar a t least as it can be thought of by the understanding as one collection rather than two.
Much ha% been written about Hume's self-confessed difficulFrom a spinozistic
ties with individuation and personhooc9.899p10
r.-n..-rt:.m
pL3F(rlvFi,
Lalluw
u..-fazes better than =me of his contempnrxry
critics would perhaps Rave it. He has supplied a nec
tion which only fails for sufficiency: while every individual. i
sa
collection of pasts, not every collection of parts is an individual.
There are two lengthy discussions of individuation to be
found in Spinoza. In the first of these, the lemmas, axioms, and
demonstrations following E2P13, the discussion is related to
individuation in physics (better: for physical entities). A detailed discussion of the physical model employed is found in Lee
Rice's Spinozca on ~dividteation," and would take us too far
afield here. For our purposes, Spinoza's informal discussion in
Ep32 is more useful. Spinoza is here replying to a request from
Oldenburg to make clearer his (Spinoza's) distinction between
"whole" and "parts," and replies (almost aaaticipatory of Hume9s
stylistic approach) with a metaphor. We are asked to conceive a
worn ('"virus'hr 'bwteriurm" would modernize the dkussion
somewhat) in the bloodstr
,endow& with sufficient vision to

within the b l d , and sufficient
distinguish particles or
reason (Hume's "understanding") to understand the nature of the
interactiom which take place among these components. Such a
being would inhabit the blood much as we inhabit the earth, and
would regard each particle as a whole rather than a9 a part Yet
ummquamque sanguinis pardiculam ut totum, non vero ut
partem, considernet"). Spinoza does NOT say that the worm
would be wrong to do so,but only that his (her? its?) notion of a n
individual would be limited to the c a d interactions which it
understands, or which it can incorporate into an explanatory
model. (These two features of understanding and nomological
e, but the differences are of no
explanation are not the
significance here.)
So agency or causal connectedness is the missing link which
provides the necessary condition for Hume's characterisation.
Spinoza's more technical formulation is found in E2Befl: "If
several individuals concur in a single action, such that they are
simultaneously the cause of one effect, all of them are to that
extent one individual" (unam rem singularem). One possible objection to this line of definition might be to claim that the notion
of "individud thing is in fact wider in extension than that of
causal interaeti~n.Spinoza, however, insists on their co-extensionality: "Nihil ezistit ex cujus natura aliquis effectus non
sequatur" iEP36j. The unity of an individual is correlated strictly
to the unity of av&l&le causal chains. One consequence of this is
that individuals can be parts of other individuals without themselves ceasing to be individuals. This is the crucial respect in
which individuation as both Rume and Spinoza conceive of it
differs from the traditional concept of substantiality which both
reject as predicable of individuals (no substance can be part of
another substance). Spinoza shares this "anti-substantiality" perspective of experience with Hume.12 Of course, for Spinoza, it is
not merely the case than individuals can be parts, but rather that
every individual is in fact a part of higher-order individuals, with
the exception of god or nature itself (see the scholium to lemma 7
of E2, following E2P13); but that is another story.
None of this is to suggest that Hume could then simply ernbrace Spinoza's account of agency (or, in Hume's terms, ''necessary
connection'?, thereby solving his Mume's) avowed problems with
identity; for it is just that account which Hume rejects; and thus
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concdes that he can ga no further, that his own aaount sf
(personal) identity is limited by his sceptical m l y s b of causation. This analysis, as we shall see in the next section, depends
intimately upon his undershndingof the t
or levels of human
cognition, another area where there are sta~tling
similarities and
difjferenceswith Spinoza, and the topic t;Q which we now turn.

AGENCY

4

COGNITION

Hurne's central disc-ion
of causation is in (T,
I, 11, 73-82),
where his claim to found c a d i t y upom experience in fact divides
into two subclaim. The first relates to our experience of combatt
conjunctions (spatial contiguity coupled with temporal a s p m e try of events which are said to be c a u d l y conn&ed). The second
relates t o the fact that we find ourselves "determined" to pass
from one imtantial member of a conjunction to the other. As
~ u c h d a ~ 1notes,
1 ' ~ it is unclear whether this feeling of determination is experienced by all, or whether it is instead something
whose existence is exhibited ody by reflection or by philosoplhical
analysisP;,
f i r n e , Baoweveq is not trying to justify a u d inference, but
rather to expslidn it; whieh, as Re argues, emtails that it itbe traced
to its sources in the field of perception (images). We wants to claim
that c a m i statements (is., claims regarding causal connections
among individual events) arise from experience (imagination or
sensation), and that causal laws are inductive generalizations
from these. The problem, as even his most s p p a t h e t i c csmmentat~rsnote, a 4 v ' 5 ~ 1 6 ~ a a
is once again the provision of nec
conditions in the absence of suff~cientones. Contiguity and regular succession are clearly components of any causal sequence, but
just as clearly not of only causal ones. 'Tor there are, first of all,
cases where from the occurrence ofAwe may infer the subsequent
occurrence of B , yet would not s
of Am causing B. And,
secondly, there are cases where fr
e osmrrence sf A we may
rrence of B, yet would not speak of A
infer the simultaneous
as causing B."''
More seriously yet, the inference &om musad laws to statements i
s at least as common as that of inductive iderences from
statements to law-which
s u s e s t s that Hume may be reversing the order of explanation. We more commonly appeal to an

i n d i ~ d u apair
l of events as causally related to the extent that we
have a cover model or general law from which their connectibility
may be inferred, than we do to a causal rinciple
Indeed, Hume consimple conformity with past
cedes as much and contradicts his own explanation of causation
in admitting that some causal statements can result from a single
conjunctive instance of events (T,
I, XVI, 173-740);and then goes
on to admit that we never meet m y series of constant conjunctions
which could serve as premises for causal inferences, since they
are always encrusted in a variety of causally irrelevant circumstances (T, I, XIII, 149). In short, we use the laws to determine
conditions of relevance, and thus at least partly as a means of
justifying the causal statements, rather than the other way
around.
Where, then, do these admissions leave Hume's discussion and
puhtive analysis of =::ation? As in the &&&on
of individuation in the preceding section, things are not so bad as they appear
when viewed from a perspective which is both spinozistic and
sympathetic. First, neither Hume nor Spinoza attempts to "juustify" causal inference in general (the scare quotes are there
hecause we are unsure what such a justification could possibly
be), They rather accept it as a primitive (seeEIDef31, and attempt
to explain how it functions in a wider eqlanatory Eraework. For
Sginoza tFis fi-mework isprimarily deductive and necessitarian
in structure, for Hume inductive and probabilistic.
Secondly, Hume's implied distinction between causal statements and causal laws is of fundamental importance, just as (for
Spinoza) Hume's insistence that experience is a necessary condition for the first (cf. EplO: "Respondeo, nos nunquam egere experientia, nisi ad illa, quae ex mi definitione nonpossunt comludi,
ut, ex. gr., existentia modorurn") is true. These statements, however, require further conditions than experience; and it is just
here that Hume has overlooked (and Spinoza underlined) that it
is the laws which justify the causal statements and not the other
way around.
Hume9smbivalence toward the nornologid and deductive
features of causal laws, and their role in interpreting and justifjring experience, is nowhere more obvious than in his discussion of
gravitation (seeT, I, V, 62-65), on which his p i t i o n comes closer
to that of Cotes than to ~ e w t o ndespite
, ~ ~ his frequent allusions
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to the text of the latter. He follows the letter of Newton's account
of inertia as well, in wanting tQ claim that the law of inertia is
"derived from phenomena9' (b, p. 73), without ever asking what
possible structure such a derivation could take. If anything, the
aristotelian law that a body set in motion tends to come to rest
has a firmer basis in ordinary experience and the conjunction of
events.22
Paradoxically, Hume could have reconciled his own insistence
on the logical difference between causal statements and causal
laws by taking more seriously his own insistence on the distinction between relations of ideas and matters of fact. He need only
have avoided the hopeless claim that this distinction is one of logic
(a claim equivalent to the analytic-synthetic distinction in its
now-defunct form), in favour of the claim that the distinction is
one of functionality. To quote Boss:
To avoid this paradox, the sole means appears to be that of
dividing up the tasks, and giving to understanding the task of
assuiing the basic principles of science, while abandoningto experience the need to &saver the p d c u l a r c a d o o ~ a c t i o n s . ~ ~

Bosa goes on to argue that Hume's empiricist model of science Is
most dearly explained in the e
ples provided by Spinoza:
natural history, the interpretation of Scripture, and political
science itseifaZ4In aii of these instances, however, the bwfc
nomologico-deductive principles which are put to work in the
inductive task of sorting and generalization are taken from still
other sciences which meet the spinozistic notion of mos
g e o m t ~ c u s In
. this way Spinoza can, and Hume cannot, account for what both men take to be the two central components
of scientific reasoning deduction and universality on the one
hand, and experiential justification (by appeal to probability)
on the other.
As in the preceding section, however, it is most important that
we not charge Hume with simple oversight. The underlying consistency of Mume's p i t i o n ar
from the fact that his inability
t~ recognize causal connection or causal effi
as the basis of
explanation (rather than its result) is a co
nce of his analysis of cognition ~ n e r a l l yNote
~
that, in saying this, we are
purpose is NOT to deprive things of causal
says appro+ngly of Newton:

It was never the meaning of Sir Isaac N e h n to rob second
causes of all force or energy, though some pxlosophers have
endeavored to establish that theory on his authority On the
that great philosopher had recourse to an ethereal active
fluid to explain his universal attraction, though he wa%so cautious
and modest as to allow that it was a mere hypothesis not to be
insisted on without more experiments. (I,pp. 84B, 11)

Hume even concedes a few pages earlier in the Inqtriry that there
is a kind of force which we feel ourselves exert, as in a strong
endeavor (see I, 78-79ff 7). What Hume Q claiming, then, is not
that force or causation is absent from things, but rather that we
lack an experiential-cognitive basis on which to base just such a
concept. And what Spinoza must claim, in order to avoid the very
paradox whose existence Hume concedes within his own philosophy, is that such a notion of agency has a cognitive basis.
This claim takes us back lo the fundamental point of contention between the two thinkem; but, once
a, we shall find
interesting and crucial points of agreement as well. The concepts
of individuation and of causation depend for their intelligibility
upon an underlying claim concerning what we esur @all(following
neither S p i n ~ z znor HUIIPB)
cognit-lve compekme. A major point
to be underlined here is that Spinoza's analysis of mind and of
mental events is both empirical and hypothetical. Concerning his
explanation of memory, for instance?he remarks:
I do not think that I am far &om the truth, since all of the
poetdates that I have assumed contain scarcely anything inconsistent with experience; and, after demonstrating that the
human body exists as we sense it (E2P13Cor),we may not doubt
experience.

Prom his, admittedly conditional, analysis of human cognition, Spinoza argues, in a quasi-inductive manner, that human
knowledge is of three kinds (see E2P40Scho12). The first of these
is from individual objects (or symbols)"presentedthrough the senses
in a fragmentary and mnfUsed
er without any intellectual
order," which Spinoza mlls '3
mon notiom a d adequate id
"knowledge of the
of howledge, intuition,
be an intelledual howledge of singular thin
ures, and about which
there is mmiderable
ment among the commentators.25
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We need only set our sigh& on the first two Ends of howled=
, for two re=-.
First, by Spinozassadmission, the
Ethicn is written at the w s n d level m~waat,which is that of
scientific dememtration. Secondly, the pa~allelswith HumeH
treatment of impressions (Spinoza's i d e s of i m d m t i o n ) a n d
ideas (Spinoza9sideas of reason) are what is important for our
, Spinoza9sconfidence in the ability of reason to fashion
rinciples ofuniveml necessity is what clearly s p a r a t e s
him from Hume, who
dideation as little more than a
p d e theatre refleetin
vivacity the impressiom of sensation (.see T, I, I, I, 1-71, which themselves contain no &is for
the distinction between truth and falsity. As B o s rema%.ks,'The
scottbh empi
s to e
no malaise at the prospest
sf k i n g cam
the %
of sensations and images
among virtually uncountable indefinite qualia; and, instead sf
e E n g r e f h e oubide of this sriginating mixture, he &savers=
these errant kn&m and obscure forests in order to trace from
them a geographical map."2B
The central disageement, however, mru perhaps deeper than
this. For it is not sa much the nature of the gesgrapby sf the
p r c e p t u d fieId (to use a rather attrxtive phrase of Bass9s),but
rather of the epistemic s t d m ~f c P d m about this field. The
dishohmy of impresiom m d ideas, for Hume, with its attendant
m u n t of s e w n as a p a s i v ~refltxtion of s e r m t i o ~cc~stftutes
,
ion of the 12.eatisefor a very good r
probabilbm and empiricism, this dichotomy is an
not subject to re*isn, POPSpinoza, the account
of cognitive geometry comes midway in the Ethica,and has no
special status, episternic or otherwise, in the order of explanation.
From a spinozistic perspective one might ask Hume why the
theory sf prception m d cognition should occupy sheltered tesrain, separate from and untouched by shifts in perspective and
evidence in other meas of our theories. Hume pays little attention
ibility of alternative hyptheses fitting the same data
in his account of c a u d eqlmation, and no attention whatever
to this quation when the data involvd are those of the nature
and status of cognition. This total lack of attention to the status
of c o p i t i e p g r a p h y is due, Buchsiahl
to the rigid
distinction, itself built into Hume9sepistemology, Tbetwwn theo.
that rigid dbtinction, since it is
retical m d data % a n p a s s Bent

the foundation upon which Hume's system is mnstructed, lies
itself foundationless.
We end this section on a paradoxical note. There ape numerous
and noteworthy agreements between Hume and Spinoza regarding causality and cognition. They differ in the consequenceswhich
each wishes to draw from their understanding of the cognitive
geography. In this respect, however, Spinoza remains the "pragmatist," Hume the "dogmatist." The nature of cognition, and the
question of certainty derivable therefrom, are essentially questions of theory (psychology) for Spinoza, and they cannot be
insulated from the scientific and explanatory enterprise. The
success of accounts of cognition and of agency depends not upon
their roots or foundations, but rather in their ability to interface
with a larger matrix of theory and explanation. In this respect
Spinoza's account of science is both more optimistic and more
bumble than Hume's. The justification of principles like those of
causation or cognitive certainty lies in the role which they play
within larger theoretical constructs, and not in their derivation
from principles yet more hndamental.

The similarities between Hume arid Spinoza are not limited
to the areas we have already discussed. If anyt-hing, the similarities are perhaps more obvious in moral and political theory. And
although it is Hume who is best remembered for making the
passions central to morality, it must not be forgotten that Spinoza
defined the essence of man to be desire dE3PSSchol). Both thinkers understood that action is grounded in desire and that a mere
knowledge of the truth (astrue) is not alone sufficient to motivate
action (E4P14).To change an action one must find a way to alter
the desire that presently motivates it and replace that desire with
another one. Hirschmann credits Spinoza with being the first one
to advance and explore this theory,28but it is certainly a feature
of Hume's moral theorizing as well.
Desire, however, gets transformed by custom into moral sentiment for Hume, whereas for Spinoza if desire is transformed at
all,29 it is towards reason. The impotency. of r
ethics is to be contrasted with the,supreme potency of reason in
Spinoza's. Our central question must therefore be concerned with
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&Ving some account of this difference. A complete
quire us to eompase Hume and Spinoza on t h e
;but apart from any hints we have given and shall
give on what each might say about the nature of reason, such a
discussion would take us too far away from ethics to be appropriate here. Fortunately, we can arrive at some conception of t h e
difference between the two thinkers within the purview of ethics
itself and with connection to what we have already said above.
We can characterize the difference between Hume and Spinoza in ethics at a general level by noting that Hume is a modern
moralist whereas Spinoza is a classical moralist. The difference
between the two approaches to ethics revolves around what is
considered to be the central problem of ethics. In classical ethics
(beginning with Plato) the central question of ethics was "what
should one make of one's own life?'" Here the focus was upon the
perfection of the individual and only ~condariiyor derivatively
upon the individual's relations with others. From Plato's definition of "justice" as having one's soul in proper order, to Aristotle's
emphasis upon character development, to medieval Christianity's
concern for personal salvation, the first concern of ethics was
mlf-development or self-perfection.It wsls not that others were s f
no concern to classid ethics, but rather that appropriate relations with others were a function of the chmcter of one's own
"soui" and not the reverse.
In modern ethics, by contrast, the first question of ethics is
how one should act towards others. The focus is primarily social
with sel&perfectionor s;eifidevelopment,if it is of concern at dl,
being given secondary or derivative status. Concepts such as
"peace," 'charmony," or "cooperation" are given pride of place on
this view. Self-perfection, which by the twentieth century simply
disappeared as a concern or was discussed in Kantian terms as
"duties to self," became thoroughly socialized. We "perfect" ourselves to the extent that we act properly towards others or develop
socially conducive attitudes. A pertinent example is Mill%attempt
ts move from personal happiness to the happiness of society by
ting that the ethically appropriate attitude is to identify
one's own happiness with that of society at large.
The m d e r n conception of ethics owes its origins to ~ s b b e s , ~ '
but Hume is p r h p one of its finest representatives. We learn
from the very first paragraph of Book III of the Deatise that our

interest in mordility deriws from our belief that the peace of
society depends upon our moral conclusions. Indeed, the very
sentiments which drive the moral enterprise for Mume are
%uilt entirely on public interest and convenience" (T,Bk 111,
Pt. 2, Sec. 5). And elsewhere we are told that approbation about
the virtues is a function of their social utility (T, 111, 3, 61, that
justice and promise keeping are artifices in the sewice of social
utility (T,111, 2, 8-16, and that the vdue of the clergy in this life
is determined by their contribution to society (see E, Pt. 1,
Essay 5). Yet it seems to us that there is less need here to show
that Hume is a " m o d e d moralist in the sense we have defined it
than that Spinoza is a classical one. For few thinkers have been
regarded as more archetypically modern than Spinoza.
The case for saying that Spinoza is a classical moralist is no
less obvious than that which places Hume in the modern camp.
Spinoza's Ethica culminates in a description of what the individual must do to be rel
from bondage and achieve freedom in
Books 4 and 5. This i
ial or political freedom, but individual freedom-the sort of freedom that is personal and independent of the condition ofone's society.Although freedom is certainly
in some societies t h m others, the sort of
more dificult to a@
freedom Spinoza
of am be attained in t p a n i c a l as well
as free sscid orders. An individual's well-being is not a function
of the weii-being of his society, nor does Spinoza use social categories in advising the individual on how ts
from bondage.
Virtually all of Spinoza's recommendations in the latter part of
his Ethica are concerned with the "inner" nature of the irmdiGdual.
This is true even when Spinoza speaks of social questions (e.g.,
E4P36SchoII and E4B37). As a representative example of
Spinoza's way of doing ethics, consider the following
In life, therefore, it is especially useful to perfect, as far as we
can, our intellect, or reason. In this one thing consists man's
highest happiness, or blessedness.... No life, then is rational
without understanding, and things are good only insofar as they
add man to enjoy the life of the Mind, which is defined by
understanding. On the other hand, those that prevent man from
being able to perfect Ris reason and enjoy the rational life, those
only we say are evil. (E4App.4-5;Curley translation)

The self-perfwtionist character of the foregsing p
closer in tone to what one might find in Aristotle tham in Hume.
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Spinoza is, however, modem (and thus closer to Nume) in the
sense & k the does not m&e the m f s a e of mtiquity in Poelie~ng
use the well-being sf an indiadud is not law
IY a
firnction of the society he t in, therefore the well being
iety
cabn result only if that society is populatd with or at %eastled by,
individuals who have achieved the sort of prfection he recoms that society will be led by and
mends. Spinoza fully e
populatd by t h e who
not achiewd w%f-perfection(TP,1,
5-6). But that fact dseg not c h n g e the claim that ethics for
Spinoza is still emntially a b u t individual ~ ; e l f - ~ r f w t i s n ~ ~
To evaluate which approach %o ethics fs "better" would be a
monumenM md prhaps % r u i t ltask
~ Our p i n t here is not t s
argue for the superiority of one approach over the otherx but
instead &Q argue that (I) Spinoza can be a c l m i d ethicist
precisely b m u m he has &he theory of individual agency which
Nurne lacks, and (2) that b-ux
Spinom %nas that theory s f
indi~dualagency he can
ethics to am additional level, while
still agreeing with much of what Hume .saysa b u t the fsundatiom
of morality and p1itia. Given what we have already said, the
6s%&of these points is largely % o g i din nature. %wecannot have
EL slf-perfwtioist ethics if there i
s no %exto perf&, As we have
seen, F%ume9sproblem with p e p s o d identity amd individual
w n c y would nece-rily
make it difficult t o get a self-prfwtion,makes constant reference to
a pemnE nature when d
ing &&om or prfection. When
speaking of virtue, for e
are told that "insofas as it i
s
related to man, [it] is t
ce, OP nature of man5insofar
as he has the power sf bringing about certain things, which can
be understood though the laws of his nature alone" (E4Defl).And
what is good for us is d s defined
~
in tern oft
to our nature (E@3l&Cor). Obvisus%yto
mnforming to one's nature requires a r
conception of individual agency.
In describing;Spinom as a c I a s s i d mordist, one should in no
n that
~
way draw the inference that the thesretid u n d e ~ i m i of
morality are mnceived in c
4 terns. C l a s s i d morality i
s
ntially telmlo@d,whe
Spinoza9sethics is not, although
still continues to be a
of some controvessy. in Spinoza
schobhipm3% SSpimm puts it, "b,y end for the sake of whish we

conditiosls of an action (i.e., appetib) are what matter for Spinoz%
not final causes. And "perfection" too is not understood in terns
of final causality, for by 'perfectionn Spinoza means nothing more
than "reality" (E4Prefj. The ability of a thing to act in accordance
to things outside of
with the laws of its own nature, as op
itself, are what determine the degree of perfwtion or reality of the
thing. In the human case, this means acting acc
rather than passive affection, and activity (aso
ity) is defined in terms of the adequacy of our
There is nothing teleological in this, for perfection as activity
amounts to an increase in power-that is, in efficacious action--and
not in the realization of some end. So while Spinoza mn be clearly
defined as a classical moralist because his ethics is self-perfedionistic, his conception of self-perfection is neither the same, nor
similarly grounded, a s the teleological ethics of antiquity.
Nevertheless, the foregoing qudifications do not affect the
claim that the formal properties and intent of Spinoza's ethics are
classical, even if some substantial features of it are not. But to
say all this would be to merely point ta the fact that our two
thinkers are different. What is interesting about Spinoza is that
he ad& the self-perfectionist dimension onto a foundation which
is substantially similar to Hume's ethics. A3 we have said, the lack
of skepticism on Spinoza's part with respect to agency and causation dlows for the element of seif-perfectionism in his ethics.
What we need to do now is locate the place for the "humean"
elements in that ethics.
In a manner quite
ogolas to the three levels of h o w i d g e
already mentioned, Spinoza has three levels of the good. At the
first level, what is good or bad is decided by what is pleasurable
or painful (e.g., E3P39Schol). Here the individual is being considered essentially in isolation, and when the other levels of the good
are added, this first level does not disappear but is more commonly characterized by what we might call ''motivation.'' This,of
course, is akin to what Hume does in the first section of Book I11
of the Deatise when he argues against r
n being the ground
of morality and Eavors passion. Morality proper, however, is reserved for that sentiment which, as the result of the artifice of
custom, law, polities and culture, I s o b to the utility of society.
And it is here that we also find Spinoza's second level of the good.
Here the good is the "social good" which Spinoza understands as
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the m i a l l y useful (utile) (?"FP, XXJ. This level is, in fast, t h e
normative standard used in the palitid mitin@ (see TTE XVI,
XX; TP,11, 19; TP,V, 1).It i
s nevertheles found in Spinoza9s
ethics as well (see E4P34-35, especially E@35Cor2), although
with an eye to the third level. The first two levels are meant by
both Hume and Spinoza to work in tandem as we mn illtnstrate
by comparing the following two p
Such a principle is a proof that promisee have no natural obligation. and are mere artificial contrivances for the convenience and
advantage of society. E w e consider aright of the matter, force is
not essentially different from any other motive of hope or fear,
which may induce us to engage our word, and lay ourselves under
any obligation. A man, dan&rously wounded, who promises a
competent sum to a surgeon to cure him, would certaidy be
bound to performance; though the case be not so much different
from that of one who promises a sum to a robber, as to produce
so great a difference in our sentirnenta of rnoraliQ? if these
sentirnenb were not built entirely on public interest and convenience. (Z III,2,5)

And for Spinoza:
...no one at dl wi14 keep promises save from fear of a greater evil
or hope of a greater p d . To understand this better, suppose a
robber forces me ta promise that I I l l & ~ ehim my g o d s
whenever he wishes
. if I can get out ofthe robber's clutches
by
a mu~~kerfei
pmmise
t
tn do anykhing he wishes,I have
right to do this, . From this I. mnclude that a contract
cara have no binding force but utility; when that disappears it at
once becomes null and void. .. .Heme even although men give sure
s i p of honest intentions in promising and contracting to keep
fait$,no one can be certain of the good faith of another unless his
promise i
s guaranteed by something else. (TTe

. ..

..

For both Hume and Spinoza, promises
with them no natural
obligation beyond what is to be found at the first level of the good.
The moral obligation p r o m k carry with them is purely an
artifice of civil ssciety. As Spinoza says a few p
passage just cited, "for wrong-doing can only be
political order" (see also TP,11, 19). Consequently, the private
utility of the first Ievel becomes public utility at the second. The
latter in turn defines the standards of moral conduct for human
bin@. Such s t m d a r k are utilibian in result (but not in origin),
and apply to
only)35humam,
The story
idly ends here for Rume. What is left to be

done is to show how public utility transfigures the sentiments t
o
where they become moral sentiments. Clearly Hume (and later
Adam Smith) have carried this project much further than Spinoza
did; but there is nothing in the nature of it that is substantially
different from the foundations layed by Spinoza in his second level
of the goad. Unlike Nume, however, Spinoza does not rest the
mord enterprise here. For however well one manifests the sorts
of actions and attitudm conducive to public utility and demanded
by the stafldards of that utility, one is still some distance away
from moral perfection-what Spinoza in BookV of his Ethica calls
ness." Just as we saw earlier with respect to agency and
n when Hume (from a spinozistic perspective) had corbut not the sufficient conditions in
rectly identified the nee
those matters, so too do we find here that public utility is but a
necessary, and not a sufficient, condition of ethics for Spinoza.
Without the third level of the p d , it becomes increasingly difficult to distinguish ethics from law and politics.36h d neither law,
culture, politics, nor custom are sufficient to guarantee to anyone
the condition sf blessedness or moral perfecLiora demanded by
ethics for Spinoza. The good, in other words, is not fundamentally
social, but p e m d :
Spinozism, however, .will not allow itselfto be further reduced to
a classical utilitarian morality. Dogmatic utilitarianism claims
b limit .us witkin a thearetical and abstract egoism. Spinoza is
content to stale, without normative hindsight, that utility is in
Eact the underlying principle of our actions. He makes no pronouncement on its content. The pleasure principle is in fact a
natural attitude which precedes each personal deliberation and
involves a multiplicity of aspects--to such a degree that it sometimes may take aberrant forms. Each person is only able to seek
that which is agreeable to ber/himS3'(see also Ep19)

nd level is to settle for passivity in Spinoza's
sense of the term, because accommodation, rather than selfdirectedness, is the hallmark of a social ethics. Spinoza9sthird
level, then, points to a different conception of politics than does
Rume9s.'Po that probliem we now briefly turn.

The classid orienution of Spinoza and the modem orienlation of Mume in ethics have c e r t ~ nspill-ower effects in their
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r m e i v e p l i t i d theoria. Yet it is i m p
t to note at the
outset that Spinsza m d Hume are more similas in p l i t i d theoq
than they are in ethics. In the first plase, both thinkers place a
great deal of emphasis up
actice, in opposition to
ahstract theory. For Hume this aa
he paid a $seat deal
of athntion to history and
e.g., his Histog of Eng l a d ) . Spinoza likewiw dra
ns from.hisbry (TTP,W P I ) ,
as well as from "practicalq9thinkers such his Machiavelli (TP>
V,
p. 7). By the same token, this reverence for experience leads bath
thinkers to re~eetthe idealism a d mordism of philmpktelrc and
thecalogim (seeT,Bk. 2,2, 16; BNR,Pt. 12; TP,I, I). Prom
e, have no binding force but the utility or sentiment
with them, a d in the absence of coercion they cease
g if that utility or sentiment are absent (seeT,Bk. 3,
2, 5 and TTP,XIIT). In addition, both H u e and Spinoza re~ect
social contract theov and adopt a more evololutioxlary approach to
government and social imtitutiom (seeT,Bk. 3,2,8,
They
both regard the right of property to be established by the state
(see %', Bk 3, 2, 2; TP,%I,23; and VW, 25). And finally, both men
are rather c o ~ r v a t i v when
e
it comes to challenges to the fundamental chaaeter of one's politid order (see %: Bk. 3,2, f 0;TTP,

m I I ; TP,VI).
It might &&her be
ed that the "ends'" of the state or
in Hume and Spinoza. iiilrne, for
politid order ape the
civil societyr" (E,
Pt.
says that "liberty is the prfkxt
of the state i
sredly
5). Spinoza t ~ says
o that "the p
fseedom (Eibertas)"'( W P ,XX). Mthough such statemenb sugmst
a common firnewor%,they actually mask the division between
these two thinkers
's politics is essentially conservative,
whereas Spinozaqs
ntially I i b e d . Since we attached the
Lem "consemtivey'tQ both thinkers above, a word of explanation
isin order. A conrawative outlook om politics is one which requires
political questions to be evaluated in light of standads used or
implied by the traditiom and imtitutism of one's own society.
m e r e is no vantage point "outside" one's society &om which to
evaluate it. All m o d , politid, m d mcid principles sf mallJPsis
iaUpoliti4 order itself. It is one thing,
hat both Hume and Spinoza are c o m m a tive when it comes to revcallation. It Q quite mother to claim that
both have a comrvative framework of analysis. Spinozassplitics

is not comrvative in the wnse just described, and the main
reason for this is that Spinoza, unlike Hume, does not take the
normative standards inherent in any sociaVplitica1 order to be
sufficient for the evaluation of that order- &d Spinoza does not
take those standards to be sufficient, because his self-perfectionist moral theory implies a standard of analysis that i s
independent of the communitarian frmework Hume must use.
That Spinoza's perspective is also liberal is not a necessary
consequence of not being a conservative, but it does become a n
issue when the relation between state and individual is dis-

Hume's politid theory is perhaps best summed up by Shirley
Letwin:
For Hume's politics follows no logical scheme and offers no
formulas. Although it is consistent in itself and of a piece with
the rest of his thought, its pattern lives only in particular
judgments. One can discover it in the way one comes to h o w a
man's character by seeing him in many different moods and
circumstances.4d

Letwin's point seems confirmed by other Mume scholars as well.
Miller writes, for e
le, that ''Rarme believed that those things
which liberals ch
istially value are indeed valuable, provided that those things which conservatives characteristically
vdae can be secureiy enjoyed at the same time.'&' This suggests
ided in terms of balancing competing
asis with a n underlying conservative
temperament. The conservative temperament of Hume's politics
is brought out in some detail by ~ i v i n ~ s t oHere
n . ~ the
~ "common
life" of a society cannot be superseded by philosophical abstraction or exogenous standards of analysis. So called 'liberal values"
must be understood in context and not as a program for reform.
This leads Hume to be skeptical of any universalistic platforms
of reform, because such reforms are usually imposed upon an
existing order rather than derived from it. Consequently, Hume's
conservatism stems in large part from his skepticism, but as
Whelan notes, that skepticism requires that Hume's consewatism '%e distinguished from a partisan position: the term conservatism, referring to a progrmmatic politid dodrine or ideology,
is anachronistic when applied to ~ u m e , ' *Skepticism
~
of any
programmatic endeavor in politics means that the only acceptable
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role for the p l i t i d philosopher is that of an impartid ilbitrator
among claims made by those who are a t t x h d to various programmatic reforms. Part
c o n h s partial truth with the
whole truth; the politid philosopher recognizes the truth that is
missing from each partisan position. But since the arbitrator has
no standards to call upon other
ose given by society itself,
he judges the defects of one p
position in light of valid
claims made by others.
While the general ~ n s i b i l i t yof Wume's political theory would
not be denied by Spinoza, that theory, like Nume9sethics, seems
unable to attach any particular significance to the liberty of the
individual. This is to be expected, since the categories of evduation do not address themselves to individuals but to society at
large. And the vdue 0% liberty is itself instmmentd to the wellbeing of society. Hume sees politics in general as a kind of contest
between liberty and authority (E, Pt. 1,Essay 5), and if a preference for liberty is shown it is because its presence is more difficult
to establish and delicate to maintain. As Hume says:
The government, which in common appellation, receives the
appellation of free, is that which admits of a partition of power
among several members, whose united authority is no less, or is
commonly s e a t e r than that of any monarch; but who, in the
usual course of administration, must act by general and equal
laws, that are previousiy known to ali the mem'oers a d to all
their subjeh. In this sense, it must be owned, that liberty is the
perfection of civil society; but still authority must be acknowldged essential to its very existence;and in those contests, which
so often take place between the one and the other, the latter may,
on that accoune challenge the preference. Unless perhaps one
may say (and it may be s d d with some reason) that a drcsumstance, which is essential to the existence of civil society, must
always support itself, and needs be
ded with less jealousy,
t h one that contributes only to its perfection, which the indolence of man is so apt to neglect, or their ignorance to overlook.
(E,Pt. 1, Essay 5 )

The hurnean political philosopher is, of course, neither indolent
nor ignorant. He therefore seeks to keep the contest between
liberty and authority alive and in balance. If he tilts toward
liberty it is because of its fragile character; but if the two were
of equal stren@h and resilience, a preference could not be
shown.

In sum, the foregoing i
s the best Hume can do for individual
liberty, because he has no normative standards beyond the
community itself by which he could give a decisive weighting to
individual liberty against authority. And this in turn stems from
the fact that Hume must rest contented at what we called
Spinoza's second level of the good in the last section. For when
normative principles are exclusively social in nature and society itself is but a confluence of evolutiomry forces tending as
much away from liberty as towards it, there is little else to
appeal to but balance and the modemtion sf partisan causes.
The only other way to give liberty additional weight would be
to claim that the progress of society is inherently tilted towards
increased liberty. This may have been the position taken by
Adam
Now it should not be inferred from this that Spinoza is in
we have just cited
eement with the p
of the foundational
from Rume's Essays. Spinoza too s
es a state that
importance of authority or power and
is absolutely powerful. But when Spinoza is correctly interpreted,
his absolutely powerful state looks very much like Hume's civil
society perfected by liberty.45As Hume himself p i n t s out in the
ge being referrd to, free orders are o h n more powerful
than those more commonly associated with the idea of "absolute'"
rule. So when Spinoza advocates an absoiute state he should not
be understood as an advocate of tyrranical rule. The di
between Hume and Spinoza is not, therefore, one
e level of analysis, but rather one that exists
bemuse Spinoza has another level of consideration that he can
bring to bear upon politics.
When considering Spinoza's political t h r y it is important to
realize that, the state (eivitas)may open the way to m o d development, but is not the vehicle through which such development is
realized or ultimately understood, This interpretation was first
given by H.F. ~ a l l e t The
. ~ ~point is that the problem of moral
way secured or even defined
development or self-perfection
ropriate to p l i t i d life or
in terms of the categories or p
rites in religion contribute nothing to a
TTP,V and W, IIZ,p. lo), so too does
conduct in conformiQ to the conventions, rules, and no
society contribute little to self-prf'eetion.As Spinoza puts it,

Actiom whom only claim to g&em
ia the fact that they are
pseseribed by convention, or &at they s p b a l i z e some good, can
do nothing to perfect our undemmding, but are simply empty
forms, m d no p a t of mnduct which is the product or fruit of
mdehsmding and sound sense. (TTP,W7

It does not, of course, follow from this that one is free to ignore
the rules and conventiom of one's c i d society, but it does follow
by such behador is some distance from
perfstion. b d while conventional standards cannot be used to judge the nature or degree of self-perfeetion, the door has now been opened for the standarh of self-perfection to be used to judge conventiond norms.
.As Hallet mrrectly u n d e r s t ~ o dthe
, ~ ~individual doe%not exist
s more nearly the case. But
for the state, but rather the reverse i
udike Loeke who limits the en& of the state for the sake of the
individual by means of the social contract, Spinoza's point is that
w h t e v e r the en& of the state may be, they do not bear upon the
question of self-perfection, except with respect to providing the
platform from which the pursuit of self-perfection can be
launched. It would be a mistake, therefore, ta see the good of the
individual in te
of the good of the state (or social life) or the
sf the g u d of the i n d i i d u d or even to
t (A la Mandeville) that the vices of the i n d i ~ d u acan
l be
r the state, or that what is p d for the state ean be a vice
for the individual. From a spinozistic persptive, making such
claims either misunderstands the m a n i n g sf self-perfection or
inappsopriakly mixes different Ieveh sf the p d .
Now the problem for the spinozist is that since self-perfection
is sioficantly separated %i.smpolitics and seems to be achievable
under almost any political order, how can we say that this third
level sf the good can have any political importance at d l ? This
problem is only accentuated when one realizes that Spinoza, like
Hume, does not really take the q u ~ t i o of
n the legitimaq of a civil
order seriously, because its actual presence issufficient to answer
the question of why it is justified. Thus an abstract m d programmatic politics sf reform seems as foreigrn tg Spinoza as it does to
Hurne. In B ~ Pimporlant sense all t h k is t m
Hume when it comes ta practiwl p l i t i a , The role of the partiis ns more appropsiah to the spimozist plitiml philwpher than
it is to the humem pollitid pElowpher, So see the difference

b e t w e n these two thinkers we must return do the role of the
political philosopher in each of their theories.
Apart from what we have already said above about the role of
the political philosopher in Hume's thought, we can follow
Livingston's thesis that the philosopher's mission is to purge
society of "false philosophy.'*8 False philosophy is that philosophy
which tries to emancipate itself from common life. In practice such
philosophy subverts the order and traditions of society and lends
itself to partisan conflict. Spinoza, in contrast, while recognizing
the value of common life to the peace and stability of a social order,
need not and does not rest contented with common life as the final
arbiter in political questions. The principles which characterize
the essence of common lifmbedience, order, tradition, authority,
custom-are passive in nature (in Spinoza's technical sense of
"passive" in E3DefZ) and not the sort of principles that are
ehibited by the "active" life of the free individual. Yet while the
self-perfected or free individml for Spinom is indeed emancipated from common iife, he is no purveyor of "false philosophy."
Indeed, such is precisely the p o l i t i d problem for Spinoza. On the
one hand, it makes no sense to threaten the peace and stability
of society with the sort of abstract and detached moralizing that
Hume rightly r e j e t s as "false philosophy." On the other hand,
there is the higher order of the p d that must be made compatible
.
:
&
I
.
C--L
1--1 w l t ~ l ir
, ~ l u~
t eguaru
rm
aga~nst,
the conservatism of common iife.
This is Spinoza's political problem. Because Spinoza must in some
sense reconcile the ordinary with the extraordinary, he does not
have the luxury of settling for either the consematism or skepticism so characteristic of Hume.
Spinoza's answer to this problem seems to u s the only plausible one-evaluate civil societies in light of their prospects for
individual liberty. Liberty is not only a value to be found in the
fabric of common life, but is also productive of other values to be
found ihere, e.g., peace, order, security, and willing obedience to
established authority. The reverse implication, however, does not
necessarily hold; that is, one can have peace, order, and security
(with some ambiguity about willing obedience) without liberty
(TP,W,4)'. By the
e token, liberty is the optimal environment
for the pursuit of self-perfection, not only because it allows the
indiddual the freedom to en
in that pursuit, but also because
sklf-perfection is itself a personalized f o m of liberty. For as we
--@

-1--

have d r a d y mention&, the self-perfect& i n d i ~ d u dis o n e
whose actions flow from his own nature, mcl the l i h r a l commonwealth treats people as if they were self-dir&d in this sense.
This is not to say that liberal politics i
s a logical implication
of Spinoza's metaphysics or ethics; it is not.49 I n Spinoza's philosophy, liberalism as a logicd implimtion would mean that there
could be nothing but liberal regimes. Instead, the bias towards
individual liberty found in Spinoza's political thought represents
his insight that this is the most eficient and direct means for
making what we have called the second and third levels of t h e
good compatible in a social context, And because of this, liberty
(or what Spinoza often calls "democracy" when speaking of politi d forms and institutions) comes to function as a n evaluative
norm of political 0rders-a point one can veri$ by simply looking
at how he modifies monarchy and aristocracy in the Iater chapters
tatus Politicus or by
ining his defense of free
ologieo-Politicus.True,
speech in chapter XX of the
one can attain self-perfection under almost any political order;
but it is only in liberal orders that such elf-wrfection is made
consistent with, as opposed to in conflict with. or alienated from,
the civil society in which one finds oneself. And in saying this one
i
s not committed to a r e f o m k t prograun that ignores context. All
that really follows is that one now has a standard of evaluation
that is not iimited to a particular context. So in the end we m-i
say with Spinoza that,
It is not, I say, the p
e of the state to change men from
rational beings into brutes or puppets;but rather to enable them
to exercise their mental and physical powers in safety and use
their reason freely, and to prevent them from fighting and quarrelling through hatred, anger, bad faith, and m u t d malice.
Thus the purpose of the state is really fkeedom. (TTP,XX)

The question sf what it means to be a n individual, the application of this concept in both epistemology and ethics, and t h e
ent role of the notion in politicall theory, are not only
ly ssnnectd in the thought of Spinoza and of Hume, but
dm
i form a f d matrix from within which their mutual agreements may be better seen and mitid%;)rstecP that, contrany ta the time-honored (or

perhaps "tattered") dichotomy betwmn "rationdisk" m d "eerapiricisk," the interplay between these two thinkers is both subtle
and piecemeal. The dichotomy in fact emphasizes too strongly,
and oversimplifies as well, their differences, and fails to see the
often startling similarities and convergences between them.
The issues and questions which we have underlined are major
points of contemporary philosophical development as well, in both
social theory and epistemology (to mention only two areas). To
insist, as we do, upon a close and critical
ment of both
thinkers on these issues is to place them both into the contemporary dialogue. Given the originality of their thought, and the place
of importance which philosophical dialogue o m p i e d in their
development, we owe such a rereading and juxtaposition of their
arguments not only in justice to them, but to ourselves as a means
of further developing the important issues which they raise.

We use the standard spinozistic abbreviations:
E -Ethica
TTP tatus Thologico-Politi@ezs
TP - k t a t u s Politicus
E P -Epistola
So E32P16Cor2 is the second corollary Lo Proposition 16 of
Book 2 of the Ethica.
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